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Confidentiality

About you

a  What is your name?

Name:

b  Job title or capacity in which you are responding to this call for evidence (e.g. member of the public etc)

Job title:

c  What is your email address?

Email:

sns@legalactionforwomen.net

d  What is your organisation?

Organisation:

Black Women's Rape Action Project, Legal Action for Women & Women Against Rape, on behalf of the Support Not Separation Coalition

YES - I agree to my organisation being named or quoted:

Yes

Your experience of private law children proceedings

1  Please tell us in your own words about how the family court responded to allegations of domestic abuse or other serious offences in

your case, and/or the effects on you and/or your children.

write text in box: 

Our evidence to this review is based on the experiences of hundreds of mothers, grandmothers and other primary carers who have experienced the private law 

family court process in the last two years, as well as between 2014-2017 and a handful from before 2014. The women we work with are nearly all on low incomes, 

single mothers and many are women of colour, immigrant, young, are traumatised, have mental health issues or other disability, or are vulnerable for some or all 

of these reasons. The obstacles they face in the family courts (in both private and public law) are compounded by sexism, racism, discrimination because of 

disability, sexual choice and/or occupation and in most cases by the poverty in which they and their children are forced to live. 

 

In well over 70% of cases, mothers had brought up domestic violence (including coercive and controlling behaviour) by the fathers of their children. A significant 

number of women had also spoken of the father’s sexual or other violence against the children. 

 

We submit our research published in January 2017, Suffer the Little Children & their Mothers 

(http://legalactionforwomen.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/LAW-Dossier-18Jan17-final.pdf), as part of our evidence. Please see in particular chapter 6 on 

domestic violence and also case summaries involving domestic violence: a, b, c, d, e, f, l, n, s, t, aa, bb in chapter 12. 

 

In summary, these are injustices faced by the mothers we are working with: 

• Their reports of rape and other domestic abuse, including coercive and controlling behaviour, made in the course of family court proceedings were generally 

ignored, dismissed or they were disbelieved and accused of lying. 

• CAFCASS has a huge influence on proceedings, as most judges defer to them, and have been shown to be biased against mothers. We note a clear pattern of 

CAFCASS officers more inclined to believe a father’s denial than a mother’s allegations. 

• Where women had not previously reported violence so there was no third party confirmation of the mothers’ account, both CAFCASS and the courts were 

persuaded by a father accusing the mother of lying, or of “parental alienation” (see also Q9). 

• In cases where women had reported the violence, for example to the police, so there was third party confirmation, the violence was often ignored or dismissed 

on the grounds that it did not affect a father’s right to contact with his children. It was assumed that a man who had committed violence against his partner – even 

rape – would not pose a danger to his child. He could be a “good enough” father, as if his violence was not a sign of psychopathic behaviour, and he could just go 

on a course and learn from his “mistakes”. 

• In some cases, violence was downplayed (especially by CAFCASS) and/or described as “violence between the parties” rather than as abuse of the mother by 

the father. This flies in the face of established knowledge about the gendered nature of domestic violence which confirms that most perpetrators are men, while 

most victims are women. Male perpetrators tend to use more serious violence, including murder, more often repeated, and of a more controlling nature. Women’s 

Aid’s homepage notes prosecution figures: ”In the year ending March 2018 the large majority of defendants in domestic abuse-related prosecutions were men 

(92%), and the majority (66%) of victims were recorded as female (13% of victims were male and in 21% of prosecutions the sex of the victim was not recorded) 

(ONS, 2018). 

 

• Fathers’ rights lobbyists, such as Families Need Fathers, deny domestic violence, accusing mothers of commonly making false allegations. Shockingly they



have been allowed to set the official agenda on the validity of mothers’ charges, and have enjoyed the support of many sexist judges, and of CAFCASS. They

hide that men frequently abuse their social and economic power over women, and ignore the fact that many marriages break down due to violence and coercive

control by men, and that fathers use family law proceedings to continue exercising coercive control of the mother and the children. (see also Q9) 

• Men who exercise coercive controlling behaviour are known to often be experts at presenting themselves as calm, reasonable and even charming, especially to

those in authority. CAFCASS, lawyers and judges should know this. Instead, they criticise mothers for being “aggressive”, “hysterical”, “enmeshed with their

children”, “hostile to professionals”, “overprotective” – we have seen examples of all of these. There is no acknowledgement that mothers are generally the

protectors of children and that the threat of having the children taken away (by the father or by the state) is devastating. It would be astonishing for a mother who

has struggle to keep her children safe and is being accused of lying to display no strong emotions during the court process. 

• When reports of the father’s violence have been believed, the mother who is the victim of it has often been blamed for causing the child(ren) “emotional harm”

and failing to protect the child(ren) from witnessing domestic violence or putting them at risk of “future harm”. This has been used as a reason to remove the

children from the mother, in some cases giving them to the perpetrator of the violence! 

• Family court judges, including women judges, have an appalling record for making light of rape and other violence. One dismissed a mother’s allegations of rape

as “sex that is objectional, but not forced”, while another said “sometimes we’re not in the mood for sex”. A third judge accepted that a man forced sex on his

partner whilst she was asleep, but because she woke up as it was happening, she ruled it wasn’t rape but “covert sex”. This man had also been accused by

another ex-partner of strangling her while she was pregnant, in front of her young child, but that was not taken into account in family proceedings. Despite the

court acknowledging that the man had anger issues contact was still ordered. The woman’s legal representative advised her not to challenge it as she would

appear “hostile” and “obstructive”. 

• In another case, a judge found in the mother’s favour during the fact finding, and ruled that she had been raped, beaten, and financially and emotionally abused

by her estranged husband, even in front of their small child. Despite this, CAFCASS urged indirect contact (leading to direct contact) and her own solicitor warned

her if she challenged this she would come across as “hostile and uncooperative”. 

• Another judge disbelieved a victim of reported domestic violence and rape ordering her four year old daughter to live with the abusive father. This was despite

two other adult daughters also reporting having been abused by him. The judge warned the mother that if she reported any more violence to the police, she would

never see the child at all. This is one of the clearest example of family court judges overstepping their authority to stop criminal investigations, leaving victims at

risk of future violence. The mother gets supervised contact every fortnight. Despite the Children Act clearly stating that children’s wishes and feelings should be

taken into account, her child’s repeated requests for more time have been ignored for a year. 

• Many mothers had to force their frightened child/ren to have contact with a violent father against the child’s expressed wishes; in several cases the father had

played hardly any role in the child’s life before the parents separated, and he was now using his “right” to see the child to keep control over the mother who had

left him after years of violence. (see Q4 and Q9). 

• Mothers say they are shocked and re-traumatised by the court process. Some have described the experience as being raped again or even worse than the

original violence. 

• Children forcibly made to live with abusive fathers are left unprotected, shocked and distraught. They cannot understand why they are being separated from the

mother who was until then their main carer and protector. 

• In only a handful of cases, a judge had ruled against a violent father, and denied contact. 

2  Was your experience in the family court:

In 2018-2019, In 2014-2017, Before 2014

Raising allegations of domestic abuse or other serious offences in private law children proceedings

3  Are there any difficulties in raising the issue of domestic abuse or other serious offences against a parent or child, in private law

children proceedings?

Yes

add text in box: 

Yes. Mothers (and children) face many difficulties in raising domestic violence. 

 

1. Domestic abuse and rape are extremely intimate and distressing crimes to talk about especially in a hostile formal court room, in front of unsympathetic officials 

and the perpetrator. Professionals are often hostile, judgemental and dismissive of the traumatic events women describe and the effect they have had on their 

lives. This hostility goes right through the process, from social workers and CAFCASS to solicitors, barristers and judges. 

 

2. The difficulties should be seen in the context of reporting rape and domestic violence generally. Women meet disbelief and little prospect of conviction or even 

protection. The facts are: 1 in 6 women are raped; 1 in 4 suffer domestic violence; and 1 in 7 are raped in marriage; 2 women a week, many of them mothers, are 

killed by partners or ex-partners – usually after reporting multiple assaults and threats which go unheeded by police. Yet this is only the tip of the iceberg as fewer 

than 1 in 5 victims of rape or assault by penetration report to the police (ONS 2018 referring to Crime Survey England & Wales). And, according to figures 

released in July, only 1,5% of reported rape results in a charge or a conviction. Thus rapists enjoy almost total impunity. 

 

3. The real proportion of false allegations of rape is minute at under 3% of those reported. And there were only 6 prosecutions for false reports of DV out of 

111,891 reported. (CPS 2013 report: ‘Charging perverting the course of justice and wasting police time in cases involving allegedly false rape and domestic 

violence allegations’). So why is the family court routinely believing violent fathers over their victims? Family court judges should be made aware of this and of 

how hard it is for women to get their allegations taken seriously by the police. 

 

4. Family courts lag far behind the minimal standards established in criminal courts in the way they treat victims of rape and domestic violence. There are 

protections in the criminal justice process anticipating that traumatised victims are vulnerable and need help to give evidence, such as pre-recorded statements, 

screening from their attacker, separate waiting rooms, a police escort to and from court, etc. Guidance and training to educate juries and judges helps to tackle 

prejudices about a victim’s behaviour, and to challenge myths such as that women commonly lie about rape. Restrictions under the Youth Justice and Criminal 

Evidence Act also protect victims to a degree from prejudicial questions about their unrelated sexual history.



 

5. The family courts operate almost entirely behind closed doors, and have thus evaded public scrutiny. This has allowed the discriminatory treatment of rape and

domestic abuse to remain hidden and unchallenged. Rape myths remain widespread and dominant in family courts which are quick to disbelieve mothers if they

never reported the violence to the police, or if they did report it and no action was taken against their attacker. Some women never speak about rape and violence

they experience. 

 

6. Mothers tell us of being actively discouraged from raising violence by legal professionals who warn they may be accused of making false allegations which will

turn the judge against them. 

 

7. Social workers regularly fail to give advice to mothers about their own right to protection, despite the provisions of Section 17 of the Children Act which obliges

local authorities to make support and resources available to help families stay together. 

 

In order for more women to feel able to disclose domestic abuse they need to: 

• feel confident that they (and/or their children) will be believed and that the violence will be considered rather than dismissed 

• know that they can access help and resources to leave violent relationships and be protected if they report to the police. Section 17 of the Children Act should

be implemented so mothers can get the help they need to keep their children in safety, 

• get reassurance that being a victim of domestic violence is NOT going to lead to their children being taken away 

• know that protective safety measures will be put in place during and after family proceedings 

 

We refer the Panel to a remarkable New York legal ruling in 2004, in the case of Nicholson v Williams

(https://nccpr.org/when-children-witness-domestic-violence-expert-opinion/). Leading experts testified on the harm to children of witnessing domestic violence and

the harm of removing children from the non-violent parent. They testified that many factors influence whether there was harm and the degree of harm. Things like:

level of violence, age, and other stresses. They found that: “. . . most children were resilient once they escaped the violent situation into a safe stable environment

with a loved one. And even when witnessing violence did harm them, removing the child from the non-violent parent was found more harmful, more traumatic.”

One expert testified that “removal under such circumstances is tantamount to pouring salt on an open wound”. The judge upheld the view that separating children

from their mothers in these circumstances was more harmful than witnessing violence. We suggest that if the judiciary in the UK took the same approach, many

more mothers would feel able to report rape and domestic violence, without fear of being doubly punished by the removal of their children.

Children’s voices

4  How are children’s voices taken into account in private law children proceedings where there are allegations of domestic abuse or other

serious offences? Do children feel heard in these cases? What helps or obstructs children being heard?

write text in box: 

Children’s voices and rights are routinely ignored. 

 

CAFCASS are responsible for listening to children’s “wishes and feelings”, but how these are conveyed in reports and court testimony depends largely on the 

CAFCASS officer’s opinion about the mother and the father. For example, if CAFCASS finds there are “no safeguarding issues” even when the mother has 

reported domestic violence or abuse, and a child says they do not want to see their father, this has often been ignored on the grounds that the child is being 

“coached” or “manipulated” by the mother in order to prevent the father having contact. This comes back to the issue of the presumption of contact with both 

parents (see Q9) which is seen by CAFCASS as the holy grail, and if a child’s view contradicts this, they are unlikely to be listened to, at least until they reach 

teenage years, and even then, there is no guarantee. 

 

Mothers tell us that their child/ren have had to be dragged screaming and kicking into a contact centre for example, making abundantly clear their voice and their 

distress. Instead of the children being listened, the mothers were held responsible for not ensuring the children go to contact. A stock phrase used is that a mum 

is expected to make her child attend school or go to the dentist so she should also insist on the child having contact with their father, and if she doesn’t it is bad 

parenting. This completely ignores the effect that sexual or other violence by the father on the child or the mother has had on that child; or that there has been no 

previous relationship with the father so the child is being forced into close contact with a stranger. Making the analogy with school or the dentist puts further 

pressure on a mother who is already deeply worried about the father harming the child, and then gets blamed by the child for forcing them to have contact and 

failing to protect them from harm, which is a mother’s primary role. 

 

In our experience, if what the children are saying coincides with what CAFCASS is recommending, their voices are listened to. But if the children have an 

opposing view, their voices are much less likely to be listened to or acted on. We know of only one or two cases where older children were invited to speak 

directly to the judge considering their case, but even then, if the children’s views went against the prevailing view of the court, they were over-ridden after being 

“heard”, including because the mother was held responsible for manipulating or coaching them. 

 

In cases where children have reported experiencing sexual or other violence from their father, these allegations are not taken seriously and investigated as they 

should be. Or the lack of a police prosecution is used as a reason to ignore what is being said even though prosecutions for child abuse are rare and evidence 

can be inconclusive. In one case a judge ruled that a child, aged three, who had suffered violence and abuse, was “too young” for the abuse to have a lasting 

effect. Another judge ruled that if a violent father could go for six months without hitting his children, his unsupervised contact would be increased. 

 

If the mother reports what the children have told her, she is more likely to be blamed for trying to manipulate them than the father is to be investigated. Too many 

mothers report that their efforts to protect their child/ren have led to them being taken away in the long run (see also Q9). 

 

Some children, who requested more contact with their mum after being taken away from her, were repeatedly refused and ignored. Once a mother has been 

demonized as “unfit” on whatever grounds, it is usually considered that it is not good for the children to have too much contact with her, even if her child wants to 

see her. Where the case has been strongly contested by the father, he is likely to put conditions/obstacles in the way of contact or simply refuse to let them see 

her, even when this means breaching a court order. It is very difficult to maintain contact (whether supervised or not) in the face of the father’s hostility and as the 

children get older supervision becomes more intrusive for them.



 

Children must be listened to by professionals who have an open mind, but who are also aware of the facts regarding how widespread rape and domestic violence

are. 

The presumption of fathers’ contact at any cost must be abolished if children’s voices are to be listened to and acted on. 

 

The result of not listening to children is that their wellbeing and even their lives are endangered. A new campaign by the Daily Mirror

(https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/scandal-63-children-killed-parents-18954305) has exposed how of 63 children killed by a violent parent (mostly a father)

since 2004, “Fifty-two were killed by dads known to authorities for domestic abuse. Another seven were killed by both parents in cases where the dads had similar

histories. In nine cases, contact with dads was ordered by family courts despite warning signs parents were a risk.”

The procedure where domestic abuse is raised

5  Are fact-finding hearings held when they should be?

No

write text in box:

No, they are not always held when they should be.

In some cases women are discouraged by their own lawyer from raising the violence they have experienced (see Q1). In other cases, the CAFCASS officer who

interviews them responds with scepticism or disbelief, and women are understandably deterred from even raising it.

If women do raise violence, there is still the discretion to decide against a fact finding. For example, if past violence is considered historic or a one off or deemed

to be irrelevant to future contact between the perpetrator and his children.

In some cases a CAFCASS/social worker made a decision that there has been no violence after speaking to both parents and therefore recommended against a

fact finding. If the judge agrees that the violence is relevant, there are significant problems with the way fact finding hearings are conducted. The burden of proof

is on the balance of probabilities, a much lower test than in criminal courts. This should work in favour of the woman’s allegations being believed, but we find the

accused men are usually given the benefit of the doubt instead. The implications of this are that men who are accused of being violent can count on the family

court to put their parental rights over children above their children’s safety.

It is outrageous that a single judge can rule whether a woman was raped.

The criminal courts have established standards for considering evidence in rape/dv cases (see Q3 above) but these do not apply in the family courts, which give

prejudiced judges sweeping powers.

They have the power to decide which allegations will be considered, what questions will be allowed, by whom, etc. This is very different from the criminal courts,

where, for example, there are restrictions on a woman being questioned about her previous sexual history. Fact finding hearings are much more free-ranging and

often leave women feeling yet again that they are being put on trial – whether that’s coming from their attacker or a court professional.

Some judges’ rulings in fact findings would have been unacceptable in a criminal court, the public would have called for them to be sacked. (See Q1)

Judges often limit the number of allegations that they will consider and this can mean that the whole picture of the violence a woman has experienced is not fully

considered. In one case, a mum who had experienced rape in marriage, domestic violence and sexual abuse as a child, was dismissed on the assumption that so

much violence could not have happened to one woman. Yet repeated violence against women already vulnerable (for example, after being sexually abused as a

child) are not uncommon. Judges assumptions are based on ignorance and misogyny.

6  Where domestic abuse is found to have occurred, how is future risk assessed and by whom? Is risk assessed only in relation to

children, or also in relation to the non-abusive parent?

write text in box:

We know of only very few cases where the issue of protecting the non-abusive parent has even been raised in court, let alone protective measures put in place.

On the contrary, the evidence about children and mothers killed in the course of court ordered contact, is that if any risk assessment was made, it failed

completely to protect the mother.

One woman we worked with had suffered years of rape and DV by her ex, who went to the family court when she left him with their two children, while he was in

prison for assaulting her. He also had a strict order not to enter the town she lives in, yet the family court judge ordered him to attend from prison and dismissed

her safety concerns. We protested about the judge and he was removed from the case, and it went back to the original judge (who had been removed because of

the father’s complaints!). The original judge denied the violent father contact. This is a classic example of family courts actively undermining protections for

women and children that had been put in place by criminal courts, the police and/or other specialists in multi-agency risk assessments. If Women Against Rape

had not intervened the judge who dismissed safety concerns would have been allowed to put the woman and her children’s lives at risk.

In another case, a judge ruled after a fact finding that a mum had been raped and beaten by the father. However, after a psychiatric assessment ruled that her

behaviour was not a result of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, but was instead “histrionic personality disorder”, it was ruled that her children could not stay in her

care. Yet the father, who the judge ruled responsible for raping and beating her, was considered for residence, and it was only ruled out because of ‘a

technicality’. There was no mention of the risk he posed to the children.

7  How effective is Practice Direction 12J in protecting children and victims of domestic abuse from harm?



write text in box:

Largely ineffective. It has been helpful in some cases in a very limited way. Lack of information about and lack of implementation are the main causes of its

ineffectiveness.

In most cases even in recent months it wasn’t used at all as neither the woman, nor her lawyer, advocate or others, were even aware that it exists.

We often have to alert women to make sure that their lawyer insists on the application of PD12J throughout their case. It should be standard procedure for

lawyers to insist that it is triggered in every case where domestic or other violence is raised, but this is far from the case. In our experience, lawyers are

sometimes too concerned not to upset the judge, and therefore do not support their clients who are trying to ensure that the full impact of the violence they and/or

their children have suffered is put before the court.

Although it does give a broad definition of domestic violence (including coercive and controlling behavior), in our experience, the courts rarely recognize that the

father’s repeated applications for contact/residence, coupled with allegations of parental alienation, are in fact a continuation of coercive controlling behaviour.

This is a significant and widespread problem which greatly undermines the usefulness of PD12J.

PD12J gives judges a lot of scope to decide that a fact-finding hearing is not necessary (see Q5 above) and this also limits its effectiveness.

PD12J is framed in the context of the presumption that it is best for a child to have contact with both parents (see Q9) and this outweighs considerations about

domestic violence. This is wrong. A father who is violent to the mother or the child should not be considered a good father and it should not be considered in the

interest of the child to see him.

The law considers that children witnessing domestic violence are at risk of significant harm. Yet this is used against the mother rather than the father. It leads to

blaming the victim rather than the perpetrator for the violence and its negative impact on the child.

The highlighted point from PD12J (see below) is rarely considered and yet is a crucial point. Time and again women report that they are subject to verbal/written

and sometimes physical abuse, stalking, bullying, emotional blackmail or abuse on social media, last minute changes of arrangements or other interference . . . all

on the pretext that the father needs to communicate with them about contact. This can have a devastating impact on the mother’s emotional health and

well-being, and on their children, but is rarely considered by judges or others making decisions about contact.

PD12J.36 The court should make an order for contact only if it is satisfied that the physical and emotional safety of the child and the parent with whom the child is

living can, as far as possible, be secured before during and after contact, and that the parent with whom the child is living will not be subjected to further domestic

abuse by the other parent.

8  What are the challenges for courts in implementing PD12J? Is it implemented consistently? If not, how and why do judges vary in their

implementation of the Practice Direction.

write text in box:

See answers to Question 7.

The first challenge in ensuring implementation of PD12J is that because mothers and children are so commonly disbelieved and are treated in a hostile manner,

some courts don’t even consider that the proceedings should be dealt with under Practice Direction 12J. In our experience there is absolutely no consistency in

the application of PD12J.

A key question which should be considered is that there are stronger protections available to victims of violence in other jurisdictions. Specifically, the Immigration

Tribunal’s Joint Presidential Guidance Note No 2 of 2010: Child, vulnerable adult and sensitive appellant guidance takes as its starting point the difficulties

traumatised witnesses face when giving evidence – a fact which is barely mentioned in PD12J.

Also see Q3 re how criminal courts recognise the vulnerability of and the difficulties traumatised women face in giving evidence, placing some restrictions on

prejudicial intrusive questioning.

9  What has been the impact of the presumption of parental involvement in cases where domestic abuse is alleged? How is the

presumption applied or disapplied in these cases?

write text in box: 

This presumption has had a terrible and sometimes fatal impact on mothers and their children. The presumption is routinely applied and is prioritised over safety. 

 

The fact that over 70% of cases in private family law involve domestic abuse, yet only 1% of contact applications are rejected altogether highlights the almost total 

dismissal of domestic violence. It means that in 99% of cases involving domestic violence, the non-resident parent (most often the father) is given some kind of 

contact with his child/ren. This confirms that the presumption of contact after separation, over-rides issues about the father’s violence or the child’s wishes. In 

households where there is domestic abuse, 62% of children are also directly harmed. This is rarely considered as grounds for refusing a father’s contact. 

 

Statistics also show that in parental separations where there has been no domestic violence, residence and contact with children are much more likely to be 

resolved amicably without court involvement. This is clearly in the best interest of both children and parents. 

 

The courts (and associated professionals) do not acknowledge how common it is for violent men to continue their coercive and controlling behaviour (if not 

physical violence) towards the mother by taking her through the family courts for more contact than she considers safe or that the children want, and even 

challenging her for residence. We have seen this time and time again from fathers who previously had little interest in their children, or worse, were violent 

towards them, who disappeared when the child was born and then came back demanding parental rights, often after getting a new partner who is expected to do 

the caring work they couldn’t be bothered with. . . Instead of challenging this behaviour, the courts give the fathers credit with being concerned about their 

children’s best interest. 

 

A double standard of who is considered a “good enough” father compared to a “good enough” mother pervades the family court process. There is rarely any



examination of what role the father played in the children’s lives before their relationship with the mother broke down (or even never existed after a pregnancy

was confirmed) – eg how much time he spent with the children, did he take them on outings, did he change their nappies, get up for night feeds, attend school

plays, etc. Yet when mothers are under scrutiny, all these questions and more will be pored over, usually with the intention of discrediting her as a mother. 

 

Alongside the presumption of contact has been the increasing acceptability by family law professionals, beginning with CAFCASS, of accusations of “parental

alienation” which are invoked to dismiss mothers who express opposition to their children being forced to have unsupervised contact with fathers who have been

violent/absent or are hostile to the mother/children in other ways. 

 

Men’s groups like Families Need Fathers have long been promoting the theory of ‘parental alienation’ which violent men invoke in order to discredit a woman’s

report of violence, so the father’s crimes can be dismissed or ignored. This discredited theory, from the misogynist American psychiatrist Richard A. Gardner,

denies the existence of domestic violence and claims women lie frequently in order to deny fathers access to their children by alienating them. Twenty years ago

Gardner testified 3 teenage boys were lying and had been brainwashed by their mother to say their father was violent to them. The judge ordered visits to

continue, threatening to jail the mother if she didn’t enforce it. One of the boys committed suicide as a result, but Gardner was unrepentant. Despite being widely

discredited, case law rolled out his sexist views as fact in family law across America – and now here. 

 

Mothers are blamed for coaching or manipulating children who insist that they do not want regular/overnight/weekend/holiday contact with their father and when

mothers report harm caused to their children by the father’s sexual or other abuse, the default official response is to suspect the mother is trying to thwart a

father’s contact for no justifiable reason. Faced with a charge of “parental alienation” the mother has the “choice” of trying to protect her children from violence

and running the risk of losing them (via a transfer of residence) or of keeping quiet and leaving the children at the mercy of a violent father. Consequently, too

many children are forced to live with or visit fathers despite criminal convictions, police records, and testimonies of teachers and social workers. 

 

Research published in 2017 in the US found that the family courts only believe a mother’s claim of a child’s sexual abuse 1 out of 51 times (2%) and lose custody

more than half the time (56%) when ‘parental alienation’ is invoked! This is the most scandalous attack on women and children by violent men through the use of

a state institution. We mention this here because we have seen no comparable figures for the UK but know that mothers face similar problems in both countries.

10  Where domestic abuse is found to have occurred, to what extent do the child arrangement orders made by the court differ from orders

made in cases not involving domestic abuse?

write text in box:

We have not seen any significant difference.

Safety and protection at court for victims of domestic abuse and other serious offences

11  What is the experience of victims of domestic abuse or other serious offences in requesting arrangements to protect their safety at

court?

write text in box:

The main problem is that women are not told that they can ask for special safety measures (just as they are not told about the existence of PD12J) and so they

don’t ask. They then have to suffer being in an overcrowded waiting room in close proximity to the perpetrator and his family/friends. This is very stressful and

distressing. And in court, women who have a lawyer are not allowed a family member or friend to support them, and if they are unrepresented they may not know

about their entitlement to a McKenzie friend. Consequently, if they just ask for a family member or friend to go into court with them for support, this may be

refused, particularly if the father objects to the presence in court of a particular person.

Even if safety measures such as a separate waiting room or a screen in court are provided, there are no safety measures outside of the court unless the mother

has a non-molestation order in place and a flag on her address/fireproof letter box, etc. One mother whose ex-partner was in prison for assaulting her was

allowed to leave prison for court hearings after he initiated family proceedings. When she asked if he could appear by video link at the local magistrates’ court

instead, the judge told her he had every right to appear in person if he wanted to. When she reported that police officers were escorting her to family court

hearings because of his previous violence, the judge muttered under his breath that she was being ‘pedantic’.

In one case at the central family court in London where safety measures were requested and granted, when the mother arrived at the side entrance of the court

as directed, she was told that “this service is not available today” and had to enter the court through the main entrance and make her way to the separate waiting

area via where the perpetrator was sitting.

12  Do family courts make the right decisions about whether an alleged victim of domestic abuse or other serious offences is vulnerable?

No

write text in box:

No, often CAFCASS and other professionals decide women are not vulnerable before fact findings are held, or without getting all the information. Or even when

evidence of past abuse is available, they decide it is historic and not relevant to the current proceedings.

See answers to Q5.

13  What is the experience of victims of domestic abuse and other serious offences of being directly cross-examined by their alleged

abuser/alleged perpetrator? What is their experience of having to ask questions of their alleged abuser/perpetrator?

write text in box: 

Many women have had to represent themselves in proceedings where the father has representation, usually because he has more money and can afford to pay a 

lawyer when she cannot. This clearly gives the father an unfair advantage and leaves the mother defenceless against his accusations. Women have told us how



they have been terrified of having to represent themselves when they aren’t familiar with family law and some are unable to speak out about the abuse they have

experienced. Others have been cross examined by an attacker who was representing himself, and have been traumatised by the whole experience. Both asking

questions of the perpetrator and being asked questions by him are deeply distressing and a grave intrusion of privacy. Not being able to speak out means that

they are even less likely to be considered as a victim of domestic violence, so none of the protections eg of PD12J apply. 

 

It is urgent for primary legislation to be agreed which would prevent a vulnerable witness from being cross-examined in the first place by their alleged perpetrator. 

14  What are the challenges for courts in implementing FPR Part 3A and PD3AA? Are they implemented consistently? If not, how and why

are they inconsistent?

write text in box:

In our experience, as with PD12J mothers are usually not told about Practice Direction 3AA or FPR Part 3A and so do not know that these protections may apply

to them. More often than not, neither lawyers nor CAFCASS, judges or other professionals make reference to them.

Despite the provisions of these measures, in one case a mother who was very hard of hearing could not actually hear most of what was happening in court. When

she raised this at a hearing about contact, she was told she should have raised it earlier, and no provision was made to facilitate her hearing.

The issue of mothers with disabilities who are disadvantaged in court proceedings is very rarely addressed. Mothers are not told that they might be entitled to an

advocate (for example if they have learning difficulties) or a McKenzie friend to assist them.

15  How effective are these provisions in protecting victims of domestic abuse or other serious offences from harm in private law children

proceedings?

write text in box:

In our experience they are ineffective, for the reasons given above. If they were used and implemented properly they may offer some protection. But the best way

to protect victims is to not assume they are lying and to order CAFCASS and social workers to look for available evidence that backs up their allegations. This

way children would not be put at risk of harm or forced to have contact with violent fathers.

Repeated applications to the family court in the context of domestic abuse

16  What evidence is there of repeated applications in relation to children being used as a form of abuse, harassment or control of the

other parent?

add text in box:

See answers above: Many women have experienced their violent partner showing no interest in their children while the mother is still with them. But when the

mother leaves they then use the family court as a further means to control them as it’s the only way they have left. This appears to be ignored by the courts, who

think it is a sign of a loving father who wants to see his children.

See this research: Birchall, J. and Choudhry, S. (2018) “What about my right not to be abused?” Domestic abuse, human rights and the family courts, Bristol:

Women’s Aid.

“The research uncovers a glaring gender gap in the way rights are used by applicants, with non-abusive parents thinking ‘child first,’ while the focus of

perpetrators of abuse remains ‘me first’. Echoing this disparity, the research found clear examples of family courts prioritising perpetrators of domestic abuse’s

rights to family life over survivors’ and children’s rights to life and to be free from degrading treatment.

On top of this, the research reveals horrifying and deep-seated discrimination against women and mothers. In the worst cases, this discrimination allows

perpetrators to continue their abuse, and judges, magistrates and lawyers to participate in grotesquely unequal treatment.”

17  Under what circumstances do family courts make orders under s.91(14)?

add text in box:

18  How do courts deal with applications for leave to apply following a s.91(14) order?

add text in box:

19  What are the challenges for courts in applying s.91(14), including applications for leave to apply? Is there consistency in

decision-making? If not, how and why do inconsistencies arise?

add text in box:

From what we have seen, there is no consistency in the use of these orders. We do not know the reasons for this.

20  How effective are s.91(14) orders in protecting children and non-abusive parents from harm?

add text in box:

They clearly are not effective because mothers can spend years being dragged through the courts by coercive and controlling fathers. It is not unusual for cases

to go on for three or four years or even longer, so whether s.91 (14) orders are made or not, the process does not protect children and mothers from harm.



Outcomes for children

21  What evidence is there of children and parents suffering harm as a result of orders made in private law children proceedings, where

there has been domestic abuse or other serious offences against a parent or child? (This can include harm to a parent caused by a child

arrangements order which requires them to interact with the other parent in order to facilitate contact).

add text in box:

The most damning evidence of the harm caused to children and to their mothers from court orders insisting on contact with violent fathers has been gathered by

Women’s Aid and is documented in their publication '19 Child Homicides’

(https://1q7dqy2unor827bqjls0c4rn-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Child-First-Nineteen-Child-Homicides-Report.pdf).

As we mentioned above, the Daily Mirror has come up with even more horrifying figures: 63 children killed by a violent parent (mostly a father) since 2004:

“Fifty-two were killed by dads known to authorities for domestic abuse. Another seven were killed by both parents in cases where the dads had similar histories. In

nine cases, contact with dads was ordered by family courts despite warning signs parents were a risk.”

Claire Throssell whose two sons were murdered by their father during a court ordered unsupervised contact session has spoken movingly about how she

repeatedly warned the family court that the father was a danger to the children, and would kill them (Victoria Derbyshire Show, BBC 2, 15 May 2019). The Serious

Case Review shockingly concluded that “the catastrophic events could not have been predicted” yet it revealed that the CAFCASS officer who made the initial

safeguarding report did not read all of Ms Throssell’s evidence and so did not know that the father had described “understanding why fathers kill their children”.

And just two days before he killed the boys, another CAFCASS officer who went to see him reported that he was “intimidating, controlling and aggressive” and

had tried to stop her leaving his house. She said she would not see him again on her own, yet considered him “safe” to have unsupervised contact with his

children. The deeply entrenched bias against mothers and in favour of fathers is completely exposed by the dismissal of Ms Throssell’s concerns which had such

devastating and tragic consequences.

Even if the children aren’t physically harmed, they are caused emotional harm by the court when they are forced to have contact with a violent father who has

beaten them, or who they have witnessed beating their mother, or who has been absent from their lives for many years and is now asserting his “rights” over

them. Children are being reported as having anxiety, depression, eating disorders and hair loss, yet this suffering is overlooked by the courts. Children also suffer

from being deprived of their mother’s protection and unable to understand why this is happening and why their mother cannot stop their violent father from having

access to them.

Court orders which have caused harm to children include those which insist that:

- very young children, even those who are still breastfeeding, spend alternate weekends with their father and in even longer during school holidays, without regard

for the impact of separating them from their mother for what can seem like a long time to a small child;

- children travel long distances (eg 3 or 4 hours) to facilitate weekend contact;

- children who have had little contact with their father for several years suddenly forced to spend weekends/school holidays with him;

- contact take place even when children protest about having to go, refuse to get out of the car or to leave their mother; become hysterical and are clearly

distressed;

- children who are terrified of their father because he has been abusive to them, or they have seen him be abusive to their mother or to siblings and must have

regular unsupervised contact.

Other forms of harm include:

- Children being kept by their father and not returned to their mother after contact – in some cases this was temporary, causing huge anxiety to both children and

their mother who had no idea where they were. In other cases, it became permanent, for example, one abusive father refused to return a 6-month old baby after

contact and went to court making allegations that the mother was “unfit” despite the fact that she was successfully raising other children who were not his.

Eventually the mother was given some contact but the child remains with the father, cut off from her siblings and wider family.

- Children becoming anxious and confused by their father’s criticisms/accusations against their mother. For example, a father who has alternate weekend contact

telling a 4-year old – you live with daddy not with mummy, causing confusion and worry in the child’s mind

Harm caused to mothers in the course of facilitating contact with a violent father include:

- Being sexually assaulted or verbally abused by their ex-partner.

- Being constantly bombarded with texts/phone calls under the pretext of arranging contact; being constantly criticised, bullied and undermined to the point where

some women begin to doubt their own sanity.

- Being expected to take responsibility for all the travel to and from contact, including financially.

- Being accused of “parental alienation” when children are adamant that they do not want contact (see Q9). This can lead to further distress when the mother tries

to insist that the child goes to contact, and the child then becomes resentful and distrustful of their mother because in their eyes she is failing to protect them. This

is extremely harmful to the whole family, as siblings can become very distressed about what is happening to a younger sibling and also blame their mother for the

situation.

22  What evidence is there about the risk of harm to children in continuing to have a relationship – or in not having a relationship – with a

domestically abusive parent (including a parent who has exercised coercive control over the family)?

add text in box: 

See also answers Q4 

 

The crucial issue is whether children are being forced against their will to have a relationship with an abusive or controlling father, or whether the terms of that 

relationship are outside of their control. For example, children may find it acceptable to be taken on an outing during the day time, but strongly object to being 

forced to stay overnight or longer with their father. 



Children who had an established relationship with their father prior to separation may want to continue to see him either regularly or irregularly, either during the

day or with overnight stays, but the courts do not take into account their wishes and tend to take the approach that regardless of what the children want, contact

should be at weekends, school holidays and include overnight stays during the week only if practical. 

 

It is also crucial to how the mother feels about contact whether or not she is left vulnerable to abuse as a result of it. If contact arrangements are made and kept

to, if they involve little or no contact between parents and if any communication between her and the father is limited to the children, then contact is likely to be

much more successful. 

23  What evidence is there about the risk of harm to children in continuing to have a relationship – or in not having a relationship – with a

parent who has committed other serious offences against the other parent or a child such as child abuse, rape, sexual assault or murder?

add text in box:

Clearly a father who has committed child abuse or any other violent crime against children cannot be considered to be safe around his or any other children and

should under no circumstances have contact with them!

In relation to convictions for other violent crimes, what is crucial is whether the wishes of the children and their mother are fully considered in making any decision

(see also Q4). Where children are opposed to contact or where the mother would be in danger as a result of contact, contact should not take place or only under

strictly supervised conditions.

Any other comments or suggestions

24  Are there any examples of good practices in the family courts or which the family courts could adopt (perhaps from other areas of law)

in relation to the matters being considered by the panel?

add text in box:

Open the family court, while retaining children’s anonymity. This could be done as it is in the criminal court for rape victims, who get lifelong anonymity. See our

evidence submitted to the President’s Guidance on Reporting

(https://supportnotseparation.blog/2019/07/01/open-the-family-courts-our-evidence-to-the-presidents-guidance-on-reporting/). (Many states in the US have

opened their family courts without the disastrous consequences predicted by advocates of closed courts.)

Ensure that the protections victims get in the criminal court (no cross examination by the other party, screen, whatever safety measures woman wants) are given

in the family court.

Pass primary legislation to ensure that alleged perpetrators are prevented from questioning their victims in court.

25  Do you wish to make any other comments on the matters being considered by the panel?

write text in box: 

The reason children who have not been harmed can be removed from their mothers, and thus subjected to the harm and trauma of separation, is that their 

relationship with their primary carer and protector, their mother, is devalued and even disregarded. 

 

There is an assumption that mothers are dispensable so that in taking the child there is no loss despite the bond of love between them. This attitude makes it 

possible to assert that any father, even a violent one, or even a ‘corporate parent’, is ‘good enough’ to replace the mother. A court in New York (2004, Nicholson v 

Williams) after hearing evidence from reputable trauma experts concluded that taking children from their mother causes more trauma to the child than witnessing 

DV. It is time the UK courts acknowledged that. Princes William and Harry have spoken of their unbearable pain as children when their mother died – children go 

through similar pain when they are wrenched from their mother by family court decisions 

 

The Domestic Abuse Bill must be amended to: 

 

- Ensure that mothers and children are protected from violent fathers who use contact with children as a way to continue their control over women and children. 

- Acknowledge that mothers are generally the first protectors of children and must be protected themselves in order to ensure their and their children’s safety. 

- Ensure that fathers with a history of violence to women or children are not allowed contact with their children if either mother or child objects to it. If mothers and 

children do not object to such contact it must be strictly supervised to ensure that the safety of both children and their mothers. 

- Ensure children’s wishes and feelings are taken into consideration. 

- Ensure an end to the cross examination of victims of domestic violence by their perpetrator is banned. 

- Ensure that Section 17 of the 1989 Children Act and provisions for disabled mothers under the 2014 Care Act are implemented so victims of domestic violence 

get the resources they need to escape violence and to keep their children safely with them. A mother’s immigration status should have no bearing on a child’s 

right to S17 money. 

- Ensure that victims of domestic violence receive the protection they need, including women whose immigration status depends on remaining with violent 

partners. No woman should be threatened with having children removed and/or being deported if they report. 

 

- Abolish Section 1 (2A) of the Children Act, as amended by the Children & Families Act 2014, which presumes contact with both parents is in a child’s best 

interest. 

 

- Abolish the use of “parental alienation” to discredit allegations of domestic violence. 

 

- Abolish Section 31(9) of the Children Act 1989, as amended by the Adoption and Children Act 2002 which defines as significant harm “impairment suffered from 

seeing or hearing the ill-treatment of another” and uses this definition to take children from their mothers, and replace it with provisions to enable children and



their mothers to escape domestic violence;* 

 

- Reinstate legal aid for private law family cases. 

 

We urge the Review Panel to take oral evidence from mothers concerned. 

 

We urge the Review Panel not to treat evidence from groups like Families Need Fathers with the same credibility as victims of domestic violence. These groups 

are domestic violence deniers and dangerous 

 

See our letter to Paul Maynard MP here: 

 

Paul Maynard MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary (Ministry of Justice) 

c/o office@paulmaynard.co.uk (please forward to him at MOJ) 

 

28 May 2019 

 

Dear Paul Maynard, 

 

We write regarding the government review on “how the family courts protect children and parents in cases of domestic abuse and other serious offences” called in 

response to the investigation by Victoria Derbyshire and the letter from over 120 MPs. We welcome this about-turn following the Prime Minister’s initial refusal 

during PMQ. 

 

For this review to be effective it must take evidence from mothers, children and family members with direct experience of domestic violence and those 

organisations supporting and/or campaigning with DV survivors. The Panel conducting it should include grassroots organisations which have a long track record 

and much experience of working in this area, such as our own; it should not be dominated by ‘experts’ intent on proving that the issue is ‘complicated’ or needs 

further ‘research’ which would have the effect of delaying change and maintaining the status quo. 

 

As you will know, mothers interviewed by Victoria Derbyshire spoke bravely and articulately: from Clare Throssell describing the murder of her children by their 

father during unsupervised contact ordered by the courts, to the woman who said that ‘the family court abused me way more than my ex ever did’ – and he was a 

repeated rapist! For years mothers and their supporters have been raising the alarm, risking their lives and their liberty. Some have been jailed for refusing to be 

silenced and to hand over their children to violent men; others have gathered almost 200,000 signatures petitioning for change. 

 

As anti-rape/DV organizations, which are members of the Support not Separation Coalition of (mainly women’s) organisations and concerned individuals, we 

confront such injustices all the time. We have been raising them in Parliament, where we launched the dossier Suffer the Little Children and their Mothers 

(January 2017) documenting many cases of rape and DV where children were forced into contact or given residence to violent fathers. In September 2018, SnS’s 

seminar in Parliament, Do No Harm, heard evidence from a distinguished panel of speakers who highlighted the trauma inflicted by the family court process on 

children and their mothers. 

 

We know from our casework that rape and DV are not being treated as crimes of violence. All the evidence is there. Official figures show that 70-90% of cases in 

the family court involve domestic violence/abuse, yet only 1% of contact applications are refused altogether.[1] 

 

We attend SnS’s monthly self-help meetings at the Crossroads Women’s Centre where we are based. Through great collective effort we are enabling some 

mothers to keep their children and others to win them back, giving hope to all who come to us. 

 

For years organisations of men who deny domestic violence have been allowed to set the agenda, and have had the support of many judges and of CAFCASS – 

the very service whose job it is to ensure the welfare of children. On 14 October 2017 CAFCASS was advertised by Families Need Fathers as the keynote 

speaker of its conference on ‘parental alienation’. CAFCASS has accepted and promoted ‘parental alienation’, the discredited theory of Dr Richard A Gardner,[2] 

a US misogynist psychiatrist who dismissed domestic violence, defended paedophilia, and argued that children who objected to seeing violent fathers should be 

forced to have contact. Soon after he gave ‘expert’ evidence in a family case where the children were forced to have contact with their father, one of the two 

teenage sons committed suicide. 

 

Organisations of DV deniers should not be part of this review. Their purpose is not the welfare of children and their primary carer and protector, almost always the 

mother, but the imposition of the patriarchal order with the violent father in charge. 

 

The remit of the review is too narrow. It should include the following glaring injustices. 

 

Mothers who report rape or DV are not only disbelieved and their children forced into contact, they risk losing their children altogether as the family court may give 

residence to the father despite evidence of his violence, or blame the mother for ‘parental alienation’ which they claim without grounds, then say it may cause 

‘emotional harm’ and take the children into care. Research published in 2017 in the US where mothers are facing similar injustices, found that the family courts 

only believe a mother’s claim of a child’s sexual abuse 1 out of 51 times (2%) and lose custody more than half the time (56%) when ‘parental alienation’ is 

mentioned! This is the most scandalous attack on women and children by violent men through the use of a state institution. 

The court’s bias against women is compounded by discrimination based on disability, race, nationality, age and of course income. Mothers are generally on lower 

incomes than fathers, including because we do much more unwaged caring work for children and others. Our economic disadvantage and/or poverty are at the 

heart of the sexism with which women are treated. Most of the women who come to us for help are single mums, many are women of colour, immigrant, have a 

disability, a mental health issue or a learning difficulty, or have a child with a disability, or were in care themselves and are assumed to be ‘unfit’ because of the 

traumatic experiences they suffered. 

Section 17 of the Children Act 1989 which should provide support for mothers and children to stay together, and additional support for disabled mothers under the 

Care Act 2014 are not being implemented. Instead millions are being spent taking children into care and profiteering by an increasingly privatised ‘child protection’ 

industry. The cruel and dangerous treatment of children by the family courts is being replicated by institutions across the board, especially against disabled



children. 

The reason children who have not been harmed can be removed from their mothers, and thus subjected to the harm and trauma of separation, is that their 

relationship with their primary carer and protector, their mother, is devalued and even disregarded. There is an assumption that mothers are dispensable so that 

in taking the child there is no loss despite the bond of love between them. This attitude makes it possible to assert that any father, even a violent one, or even a 

‘corporate parent’, is ‘good enough’ to replace the mother. A court in New York (2004, Nicholson v Williams) after hearing evidence from reputable trauma experts 

concluded that taking children from their mother causes more trauma to the child than witnessing DV. It is time the UK courts acknowledged that. Princes William 

and Harry have spoken of their unbearable pain as children when their mother died – children go through similar pain when they are wrenched from their mother 

by family court decisions. 

The biased conduct of ‘fact finding’ hearings by judges would not be tolerated in criminal courts. It has been hidden by the secrecy of the family courts which 

prevents public scrutiny. 

Controversial algorithms to be used for ‘child protection’ are being developed. This threatens to automate inequality, which a number of professionals and IT 

experts are beginning to raise. SnS’s open letter spells out the reasons for our grave concerns. 

We look forward to your reply about the issues we raise. We are very anxious to let women in our network know how they can contribute their experiences to the 

review. It is urgent that this information as well as the names and qualifications of those who will be on the Panel conducting the review are made public. 

 

Cristel Amiss, Black Women’s Rape Action Project bwrap@rapeaction.net 

Lisa Longstaff, Women Against Rape war@womenagainstrape.net 

on behalf of the Support not Separation Coalition, Crossroads Women’s Centre, 25 Wolsey Mews, London NW5 2DX 

 

cc Shadow Policing Minister, Louise Haigh MP 

 

[1] All-Party Parliamentary Group on Domestic Violence Parliamentary Briefing, April 2016 

 

2 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/dr-richard-a-gardner-36582.html 

 

[1] All-Party Parliamentary Group on Domestic Violence Parliamentary Briefing, April 2016 

 

[2] https://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/dr-richard-a-gardner-36582.html 

 

About the Support Not Separation Coalition 

A coalition to end the unwarranted and damaging separation of children from their mother or other primary carer 

 

WHO WE ARE 

 

We are a coalition of organisations and individuals who have experienced or witnessed the damage caused by the forced separation of children from their mother 

or other primary carer and are determined to change this desperate situation. 

 

OUR AIMS 

 

Expose how the policy of successive governments to promote adoption rather than treat it as a last resort, and pressure on social services, have led to more and 

more children unjustly taken into care. 

 

Separating children from their birth families, especially their mother or other primary carer, causes serious long lasting harm. When considering the welfare of the 

child under the Children Act 1989, avoiding the trauma of separation must be a primary concern. 

 

Institutional care and adoption must be treated as a last resort. Social services, CAFCASS and family courts must implement the law according to this central but 

often ignored principle. 

 

Poverty and/or poor housing must not be used as evidence of ‘neglect’ or ‘future harm’ to children when what is needed are support and resources. 

Families must be helped to stay together unless there is evidence of serious actual harm. 

 

End adoptions being used for social engineering – taking children from low income families, often single mothers, to place them with wealthier ones. Biased 

decisions on grounds of income, gender, race, nationality, disability, religious affiliation . . . lead to children being unjustly taken from their families. 

 

Support rimary carers. Evidence shows that protecting mothers is almost always the best way to protect children. 

 

Value and protect breastfeeding in line with international recommendations. Children services and family courts must be educated to uphold such standards 

rather than dismiss them. 

 

Mother and baby units should provide a caring and supportive environment not isolation and monitoring aimed at mothers ‘failing’ so the children can be removed. 

 

Extend and support paid maternity leave and parental leave so mothers are not isolated and threatened with losing their babies if they need or seek help. 

 

Reinstate Income Support for single parents (overwhelmingly mothers). 

 

Provide financial resources so that mothers and children can leave violent relationships and stay together. 

 

Reinstate legal aid so no mother has to face the family court and her violent ex-partner unrepresented. 

 



Fathers with a history of violence to women or children must not be allowed unsupervised contact with their children. 

 

The family courts must open their doors to public scrutiny while continuing to protect children’s anonymity. The courts secrecy has encouraged gross injustices

against children and even death. Justice must be seen to be done. 

 

Prison sentences for primary carers must be avoided so children are not punished. 

 

Where a prison sentence is in place, children’s regular contact must be enabled. 

 

Requests for respite, temporary care or other help must not be used to prevent children returning to their families at the earliest opportunity. 

 

Every child is the social concern of all of us. We oppose all privatisation of children services. 

 

Support Not Separation is co-ordinated by Legal Action for Women. [1] 

 

Coalition members so far include: 

 

Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services; Black Women’s Rape Action Project; Centre for Social Work Practice; Global Women’s Strike; Lactation

Consultants of Great Britain; Milk of Human Kindness; Movement for an Adoption Apology; Payday men’s network; Psychotherapy and Counselling Union;

Scottish Kinship Care Alliance; Single Mothers’ Self-Defence; WinVisible (women with visible and invisible disabilities); Women Against Rape; former social

workers, teachers and other professionals. 

 

[1] Suffer the Little Children and their Mothers – a dossier on the unjust separation of children from their mothers, Nina Lopez and Anne Neale for Legal Action for

Women, launched 18 January 2017 at the House of Commons at a meeting hosted by Labour MP Emma Lewell-Buck. 
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	23  What evidence is there about the risk of harm to children in continuing to have a relationship – or in not having a relationship – with a parent who has committed other serious offences against the other parent or a child such as child abuse, rape, sexual assault or murder? 

	Any other comments or suggestions
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